
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 92, iss. 11, pp. 803 { 807 c 2010 December 10Dark quark domainsD.V. Antonov�, A.V.Nefediev+, J. E.F. T.Ribeiro��Centro de F��sica das Interac�c oes Fundamentais (CFIF), Departamento de F��sica, Instituto Superior T�ecnico,Universidade T�ecnica de Lisboa, Lisbon, Portugal+Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics, 117218 Moscow, RussiaSubmitted 26 October 2010Formation of stable domains �lled with strongly correlated coherent quark matter is discussed in generalterms and is exempli�ed further in the framework of the Generalised Nambu{Jona-Lasinio model. It is arguedthat such domains, if exist in the Universe, appear dark to an external observer.1. Introduction. The QCD vacuum is known tobe a highly nontrivial medium consisting of uctuationsof gluonic �elds, various condensates, and so on. Oneof the best studied and microscopically understood phe-nomena related to these nontrivial properties of the vac-uum is the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry {a global symmetry inherent to the QCD Hamiltonian,which, however, is not respected by its lowest eigenstate,that is by the vacuum. As a result, the entire tower ofhadronic states built on top of the vacuum lacks this kindof symmetry as well. While the e�ect of spontaneouschiral symmetry breaking is expected to play no rolefor highly excited states in the spectrum of hadrons {the so-called e�ective chiral restoration for highly ex-cited hadrons (see review [1] and references therein) {the spectrum of low-lying states is strongly a�ected bychiral symmetry breaking. The most prominent exam-ple of the manifestation of chiral symmetry breaking inthe spectrum of hadrons is provided by the pion, whichplays the role of the pseudo-Goldstone boson associatedwith chiral symmetry breaking. Another manifestationof chiral symmetry breaking is given by the constituentmass, of the order of a few hundred MeV, which a lightquark acquires in the course of its propagation throughthe vacuum.The phenomenon of chiral symmetry breaking is ahighly nonlinear e�ect, which is described in terms ofnonlinear gap equations, often referred to as mass-gapequations. Such equations are known to possess at leasttwo solutions { the trivial solution for the chirally sym-metric vacuum j0i0 and a nontrivial solution describ-ing the physical chirally nonsymmetric vacuum j0i. Inthis Letter, we discuss in general terms a physical pic-ture which can arise from a possible existence of fur-ther nontrivial solutions to the mass-gap equation { theso-called replicas. The existence of such solutions wasemphasised many times in the framework of the Gener-alised Nambu{Jona-Lasinio model (GNJL). In particu-lar, this was done in Ref. [2] for the quadratic con�ning

potential, in Ref. [3, 4] for the linear potential, and inRef. [5] for an arbitrary power-like con�ning potential.In Ref. [6], similar solutions were considered in di�erentapproaches, while general arguments in favour of the ex-istence of replicas were given in a recent paper [7]. Forthe sake of simplicity, we will assume throughout thepresent paper that only one such excited solution to themass-gap equation exists, which will be denoted as jRi.Once this is the case, the corresponding state possessesthe energy density higher than that of the vacuum j0i.However, since chiral symmetry is broken in the statejRi, the latter is still energetically more preferable thanthe trivial, chirally-symmetric, vacuum j0i0. Below, itis assumed that such a replica state �lls a �nite-size do-main in the Universe, and the problem of stability ofsuch a domain is addressed. We start with a quali-tative model-independent consideration, exemplifying itfurther by explicit calculations in the GNJL framework.A replica-�lled domain at issue is described by justtwo parameters { its radius R (the volume being de-noted as V ) and the momentum scale �� determiningthe characteristic distance R� at which chiral symmetrybreaking occurs: R� ' 1=�� � 1� 1:5 fm. Indeed, it islegitimate to de�ne �� in this way because the impact ofchiral symmetry breaking is signi�cantly weaker insidethe domain than in the outer space, which is �lled withthe unexcited vacuum. For this reason, we can identify�� with a typical momentum scale of chiral symmetrybreaking in the true QCD vacuum. As such, its valuecan be estimated as 250 � 300 MeV. Accordingly, thereplica energy density relative to that of the unexcitedvacuum appears as " = (��)4 > 0.Below we impose constraints on the values of R,which ensure stability of the replica-�lled domain.2. A microscopic content of the excited vac-uum state. In the true QCD vacuum, spontaneousbreaking of chiral symmetry leads to the formation ofthe chiral condensate { a coherent-like state of stronglycorrelated 3P0 quark{antiquark pairs. Being yet another�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 11 { 12 2010 803



804 D.V. Antonov, A.V.Nefediev, J.E. F. T.Ribeirogenuine solution to the mass-gap equation, the excitedstate jRi admits a similar microscopic interpretation.However, the way quark{antiquark pairs there get cor-related to form the condensate is di�erent { while thequantum numbers 3P0 are obviously the same, in orderto ensure the state jRi to be a scalar, the radial wavefunctions of such pairs appear to be excited. Clearly,while in the in�nite-volume limit, the j0i and the jRistates are strictly orthogonal, for �nite volumes V theiroverlap is nonvanishing and reads:h0jRi = e��3�V : (1)Below, by means of the explicit expressions found in theGNJL model, we represent Eq. (1) in terms of the chiralangle characterising a given replica jRi.Thus, we conclude that, from the viewpoint of an ex-ternal observer, the replica-�lled domain is nothing buta localised in space coherent cloud of strongly correlatedquark{antiquark pairs.3. Decays of the replica state and the mini-mal size of the domain. We are now in a positionto estimate the minimal possible size of a stable replica-�lled domain. Indeed, Eq. (1) suggests that the overlapbetween the replica and the vacuum increases as the vol-ume of the domain decreases. Accordingly, the lifetimeof the domain decreases fast with the decrease of its vol-ume. To quantify this e�ect, one can use the Schr�odingerequation for the domain of volume V ,i @@t jRi = ĤjRi; (2)where Ĥ is the QCD Hamiltonian. Namely, we noticethat: (i) if the excited state jRi decays into the unex-cited one, j0i, during the time � , the derivative on theleft-hand side of Eq. (2) can be approximately substi-tuted by a �nite di�erence, @jRi=@t ! (j0i � jRi)=� ;(ii) for a su�ciently large volume V , jRi is an approxi-mate eigenstate of the Hamiltonian with the eigenenergyV ". Temperature-dependent hadronic contributions tothe energy density [8] can be shown to be negligible ascompared to ", up to temperatures � 25 MeV [7].Finally, projecting Eq. (2) onto the vacuum state j0i,using Eq. (1) and the fact that this state is normalisedas h0j0i = 1, one arrives at the following estimate:��1 � V "e��3�V � V �4�e��3�V : (3)Thus, we �nd that the lifetime of the replica-�lled do-main can be estimated as� � 1�� "e�3�V�3�V # : (4)

The condition of stability is obviously formulated as therequirement that � is larger than the age of the Universe,� > TU , that is e�3�V�3�V > ��TU ; (5)which yields an estimate for the volume of the domainin terms of the dimensionless parameter ��TU .For ��TU � 1, relation (5) can be approximatelyresolved with respect to the volume asV > ��3� ln [��TU ln(��TU )] ; (6)which gives for the minimal radius of the domain thevalue Rmin = ��1� (ln [��TU ln(��TU )])1=3 (7)or, numerically, Rmin ' 5 fm: (8)Notice that, because of the weak logarithmic, furtherweakened by the cubic root, dependence of the result(7) on ��TU , the estimate (8) is very stable against vari-ations of the values of both �� and TU . The obtainedestimate for Rmin is of the order of a typical nucleus size.4. The maximum size of the domain compat-ible with its gravitational stability. In this section,we estimate the maximal possible size of the replica-�lleddomain. The existence of such an upper bound for thedomain size is a necessary condition for the stability ofthe domain against the gravitational collapse [7]. In-deed, for a constant energy density " at issue, the massof a replica-�lled domain increases linearly with its vol-ume. Therefore, the Schwarzschild radius rg = 2G�(V "),where G is the gravitational constant, increases with thesize of the domain as rg / R3: (9)The gravitational stability condition requires that rg << R, which leads to an estimateRmax � 1=p"G: (10)For a more rigorous analysis, one can apply the Tolman{Oppenheimer{Volko� (TOV) equation for the pressureinside a spherically-symmetric domain [7], and use itswell-known solution for the case of a constant energydensity [9]. It yields a more restrictive upper boundRmax = 1=q3�G�4� � 10 km: (11)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 11 { 12 2010



Dark quark domains 805Notice that the obtained estimate for the maximum ra-dius is of the order of a typical radius of a neutron star,which is also about 10 km.A comment is in order here on a possible back re-action of the gravitational �eld of the domain on theequation of state (EoS) " = (��)4. Indeed, solving theTOV equation together with the EoS, one �nds a solutionwhich de�nes unambiguously the gravitationalmetric in-side the domain (cf. Ref. [7]). The chiral condensate insuch a curved space di�ers, generally speaking, from itsat-space counterpart, whose value was initially used inthe EoS. Correcting the EoS accordingly and plugging itagain into the TOV equation, one arrives at an iterativeprocedure. Fortunately, it turns out that, owing to thenumerical smallness of the corresponding gravitationalcorrection to the chiral condensate, the iterations termi-nate already at the zeroth one, that is the EoS and themass-gap equation decouple from each other. Namely,the corrected chiral condensate has the form [7]:h�  i = h�  i0 �1 +O((R�=R)2)� : (12)This result shows that, since chiral symmetry breakingand gravity are e�ective at di�erent length scales, theequations describing them can be clearly separated. Inparticular, one can see that, even for a domain of thesmallest possible size (7), the impact of its gravitational�eld on the chiral condensate is negligible.5. Replicas within the GNJL. One of the mostsuccessful models in studies of various phenomena re-lated to chiral symmetry breaking is the famous Nambu{Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model [10]. This model still pos-sesses a few shortcomings, among which the most es-sential ones are the absence of an intrinsic scale, thatshows up in the ultraviolet regularisation of the loopintegrals, and the absence of con�nement. A generalisa-tion of the NJL model was suggested in Refs. [2, 11, 12]with the purpose to include con�nement, that resulted inthe proposition of the GNJL. Finally, the direct connec-tion between the 3P0 quark content of the vacuum { interms of the chiral angle 'p (see below) { and the mech-anism for the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetrywas shown explicitly in Ref. [12].The Hamiltonian of the GNJL reads:H = Z d3x� (x; t) (�i �5+m) (x; t) ++ 12 Z d3xd3y Ja�(x; t)K��(x� y)Ja� (y; t); (13)where Ja�(x; t) = � (x; t)� �a2  (x; t), and  (x; t) is thequark �eld. Thus, the interquark interaction is para-metrised by the quark kernel K�� which contains con-�nement explicitly, in the form of a rising potential.

The latter can be supplied with various extra terms, forinstance the perturbative Coulombic one. The con�n-ing interaction between quarks brings a nonperturba-tive scale into the problem and models radial excita-tions of 3P0 pairs mentioned above, in Sect. 2. Chi-ral symmetry breaking can then be described by thesummation of loop diagrams for valence quarks (whichleads to the mass{gap equation), while mesons are ob-tained from the Bethe{Salpeter equation for the quark{antiquark bound states. Besides that, GNJL is known toful�l the low-energy theorems of Gell-Mann, Oakes, andRenner [13], Goldberger and Treiman [14], Adler self-consistency zero [15], the Weinberg theorem [16], andseveral others. We would like to emphasise a universalnature of the above low-energy theorems, regardless of aparticular form of gluonic interactions which result in achiral-symmetry-breaking quark kernel. Consequently,irrespectively of a particular form of the con�ning ker-nelK�� , GNJL provides a reliable phenomenological ap-proach to chiral symmetry breaking, which incorporatese�ects of con�nement. Thus, owing to the fact that nei-ther qualitative nor quantitative predictions of the GNJLdepend on a particular form ofK�� , it su�ces to imposethis kernel to be con�ning and to introduce the scale ofchiral symmetry breaking, ��.Furthermore, all possible quark{quark interactionsdescribed by the Hamiltonian (13) include quark self-interactions. These self-interactions can be eliminatedby the use of an appropriate Bogoliubov{Valatin trans-formation from bare quarks to the dressed ones. Sucha transformation can be conveniently parametrised bymeans of the so-called chiral angle 'p (p being therelative momentum of a dressed quark{antiquark pair)[11, 12]: �(x) =Xp;s eipx[b�psus(p) + d�ypsvs(�p)];u(p) = 1p2 hp1 + sin'p+(�p̂)p1� sin'piu0(p);v(�p) = 1p2 hp1 + sin'p�(�p̂)p1� sin'pi v0(�p);where � is the colour index of NC colours. It is con-venient to de�ne the chiral angle varying in the range��=2 < 'p 6 �=2 and respecting the boundary condi-tions: 'p(p = 0) = �=2; 'p(jpj ! 1)! 0: (14)The normal-ordered Hamiltonian (13) takes theform: H = Evac+ : H2 : + : H4 :; (15)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 11 { 12 2010



806 D.V. Antonov, A.V.Nefediev, J.E. F. T.Ribeiroand the usual procedure to minimise the vacuum energyEvac is to set the quadratic part : H2 : to be diagonal.Then the corresponding mass-gap equation,�Evac[']=�'p = 0; Evac['] = h0[']jH j0[']i; (16)ensures the anomalous Bogoliubov terms bydy and dbto be absent in : H2 :. The mass-gap equation (16) isknown to possess one trivial solution 'p � 0 and multi-ple nontrivial solutions [2 { 7]. For the sake of simplicity,let us assume the existence of just two nontrivial solu-tions { one describing the vacuum and the other de�ningone replica (more than one replica will not change theargument).As soon as the mass-gap equation is solved and anontrivial chiral angle is found, the Hamiltonian (15)takes a diagonal form,H = Evac + Xp;�;sEp[b�ypsb�ps + d�ypsd�ps] + : : : ; (17)where Ep is the dressed-quark dispersive law, and theellipsis stands for the omitted terms responsible for theformation of bound states of quarks. A Fock space canbe built on top of the nontrivial vacuum j0i upon theaction of the quark creation operators.As it always happens after a Bogoliubov{Valatintransformation, the new vacuum contains an in�nite setof strongly correlated 3P0 quark-antiquark pairs [12].The same holds true for the replica jRi, so it is not hardto �nd explicitly the operator which de�nes a pseudouni-tary transformation from j0i to jRi:jRi = eQ�Qy j0i; Qy = 12Xp �'pCyp; (18)where Cyp = b�yps[(�p̂)i�2]ss0d�yps0 , with �'s being the 2�2Pauli matrices, and �'p being the di�erence betweenthe vacuum and the replica chiral angles. The operatorCyp creates a 3P0 quark-antiquark pair with zero totalmomentum and the relative three-momentum 2p, whilethe operator exp[Q � Qy] creates a strongly correlatedcloud of such pairs.Using the commutation relations for the quark oper-ators b and d, one can readily arrive at Eq. (1) in theform:h0jRi = exp �V Z d3p(2�)3 ln�cos2 �'p2 �� : (19)The function �'p is predominantly nonvanishing atjpj . ��, while decreasing fast at larger relative mo-menta. For this reason, the integral in the exponent ofEq. (19) is O(�3�), and only an overall numerical coe�-cient of the order of unity depends on the details of theinterquark interaction.

This way, the scale of chiral symmetry breaking ��,initially introduced through the quark kernel K�� , ap-pears naturally in the second-quantised formalism. Thuswe have obtained a particular realisation of the physicalpicture which was described in the previous sections ingeneral terms.6. Discussion. In this Letter, we have discussedsome physical consequences of having more than one re-alisation of chiral symmetry breaking in QCD. Indeed,given a highly nonlinear nature of the phenomenon ofchiral symmetry breaking, the possibility for the mass-gap equation to possess more than one nontrivial so-lution does not look unnatural { on the contrary, onewould need to specially arrange for a nonlinear equa-tion to possess just one solution. In the literature, thepresence of multiple solutions to the mass-gap equationwas veri�ed in a number of NJL-type models, and thecorresponding excited vacuum states were constructedexplicitly. Among such states, only the lowest one canbe associated with the genuine vacuum of the theory,while the others should be interpreted as some scalarexcitations on top of it { we use the term replicas forthem. In particular, by putting forward the conjecturethat replicas may �ll domains in the Universe, we havefurther explored stability conditions for the size of suchdomains. It turns out that the allowed domain radiuscan vary from just a few fermi up to a few kilometres.The only way for the domain to be detected by an ex-ternal observer is through its decay to the QCD vacuum,with the release of the vacuum energy in the form of acloud of hadrons (predominantly pions), which wouldfurther annihilate, producing light. Notice however that,due to the very strong correlations between quarks insidethe domain, which result in the exponentially small over-lap (1) of the replica and the vacuum states, such decaysoccur quite seldom. And indeed, according to Eq. (3),the probability for a macroscopically large domain todecay per unit time is exponentially suppressed. One istherefore led to conclude that, if such encapsulated do-mains appeared in the Universe at its early stages, theywould have a chance to survive till the present time,remaining however dark to external observers.The work of D.A. was supported by the PortugueseFoundation for Science and Technology (FCT, pro-gram Ciência-2008) and by the Center for Physicsof Fundamental Interactions (CFIF) at Instituto Su-perior T�ecnico (IST), Lisbon. A.N. would like tothank the CFIF members for the warm hospitalityextended to him during his stay in Lisbon. Thework of A.N. was supported by the State Corpora-tion of Russian Federation \Rosatom", by the FCT(grant PTDC/FIS/70843/2006-Fisica), by the Ger-�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 11 { 12 2010
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